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As businesses seek new strategies to enliven the indoor customer experience, 

high-resolution LED content continues to emerge as a go-to upgrade. Samsung’s 

IF Series displays are the comprehensive solution for an improved LED experience. 

By streamlining installation, presentation and management, businesses can create 

and share powerful content with minimal hassle. 

Game-Changing Indoor Business Ideas, 
Brought to Life
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A Differentiated
Visual Experience 

LED Signage IF Series

LED Signage Box (S-Box)

Streamlined 
Content Management

Direct MountTM Kit
Clean, Hassle-Free 
Installation 
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PIONEERING HDR-POWERED
VISUAL INNOVATION
Samsung’s IF Series bring market-leading video processing tools together with High Dynam-

all picture presentation. This unique combination fosters a cutting-edge, next-generation 

viewing arena in any environment. 

*Note:  Here, “Conventional LED Display” refers to displays that do not contain dynamic peaking 
technology. In both conventional and advanced models, peak brightness andstandard 
brightness can vary depending on composition and usage.

To ensure optimal LED performance, the IF Series employs dy-

namic peaking technology that combats potential interference 

from natural or ambient lighting. Dynamic peaking produces 

featured content at peak brightness levels nearly twice as high 

as the standard LED signage maximum. As a result, the IF Series 

displays produce brilliant, consistent content that shines even 

against white or dark backgrounds.

Samsung IF SeriesConventional LED Display

Brightness

Gray Level

Max Brightness 

1200 nit

Peak Brightness 

2400nit

Gray Level

Brightness

*Note:  Here, “Conventional LED Display” refers to displays that do not contain color 
management technology.

uts, the ensuing oversaturation can give skin tones an unnat-

ural reddish hue. Samsung’s IF Series displays mitigate these 

variations and maintain consistent gradation through in-depth 

color management. As a result, featured subjects ranging from 

models and newscasters to virtual conference participants 

appear with lifelike realism.

Showcase 
True-to-Life Imagery

Reddish Skin Tone 
Presentation

Accurate Skin Tone 
Presentation

Samsung IF SeriesConventional LED

Samsung’s IF Series displays ensure ongoing uniformity and cre-

ate a comfortable long-term viewing environment by leveraging 

gradation and brightness levels within individual content scenes 

while simultaneously eliminating shine. 

Elevate Contrast and 
Brightness

Samsung IF Series
with Inverse

Tone Mapping
Original Image

Conventional 
LED Display with
Full Brightness

*Note:  Here, “Conventional LED Display” refers to displays that do not contain inverse tone 
mapping technology.
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EXCEPTIONAL, 

unique branding needs while also avoiding common LED display visual inconsistencies. The 

displays leverage real-time tuning to ensure color consistency and elevated clarity, and 

deter audience distraction. 

IF-D Series displays apply an external black mask sheet* to offset 

the lead framework exposure and glittering effect that often af-

fects higher pixel-pitch LED offerings. For added consistency, each 

sheet adheres to the display via glue, in place of screws that pose 

an additional glittering risk. By closing visual gaps, these masks 

ensure that the IF-D Series can uphold contrast against dynamic 

lighting exposure. 

*Note: The black mask module is only applicable for the IF040H-D and IF060H-D models.

*Note: Here, “Conventional LED Display” refers to displays that do not apply external mask. 

“Mask” Visual Inconsistencies

A unique grayscale management algorithm empowers the IF 

Series displays to deliver consistent red, green and blue hues 

without distortion, even in low grayscale settings. This color stability 

ensures optimal and uninterrupted picture quality in museums, 

galleries and other low-brightness indoor environments. 

Reinforce Accurate Low  
Grayscale Color Expression

Conventional Samsung IF Series

*Note:  Here, “Conventional LED Display” refers to displays that do not contain integrated 
low grayscale correction technology.

Brightness Brightness

Gray Level Gray Level

Detailed color management functionalities also allow IF Series 

users to select, store and deploy the RGB color gamut shades that 

-

vironments who must quickly deploy content at high clarity across 

multiple screens. 

Color  Space
Custom Mode

Samsung IF-D SeriesConventional LED Display

Standard
Module

Black Mask
Application

for uniform brightness and color chromaticity out of the box. 

For added consistency, the IF Series displays also leverage DSLR 

cameras – rather than radiant – for real-time sub-pixel calibration. 

When coupled with the integrated Samsung LED Signage Manag-

er’s advanced picture settings, this enhanced display treatment 

produces an excellent presentation. 

Fine-Tune UniformityFactory Calibration On-Site Calibration Post Calibration

Sub-pixel tuning for uniform
brightness and color chromaticity

Radiant Camera DSLR Camera LED Signage Manager

Convenient on-site-pixel  
calibration using DSLR camera

Advanced picture setting for
optimal viewing experience

Picture Setting
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INSTALLATION

The IF Series’ design produces a uniform installation across any 

setting or wall height by overcoming gaps between frames or 
TM Kit offers users hooks to con-

nect each individual screen. Users in turn can slide and mount each 

screen to the frame in a simple motion, rather than requiring more 

laborious nail- or screw-driven processes. 

Enjoy a Clean,  
Hassle-Free Installation

Regardless of the environment, the IF Series’ sleek design ensures 

seamless adherence without requiring an extra wall or backdrop 

installation. Together, the frame and screen account for 90 mm*. 

of space, ensuring compliance with Americans with Disabilities Act 

(ADA) protrusion regulations.  

*Note: Depth of IF012J equals 99.4mm

*IFJ / IF-D / IF-DL Series: Power supply and main board can be accessed from 
the rear, or from the front on a cabinet level

Ensure a Compact and  
Compliant Activation

critical signage components. This expanded visibility further 

drives clean installations free of catwalk space and ensures closer 

adherence to neighboring surfaces. Similarly, the IF Series displays 

foster more convenient, quick-turn maintenance by making rear 

display components accessible without removal or disassembly.

Ease Maintenance through 
Front and Rear Access

Businesses seeking an extra competitive edge can strategically 

position Samsung’s IF Series displays in their most advantageous 

locations. The IF Series’ advanced design includes both convex* 

guaranteed to catch audience eyes. Additionally, businesses 

can align their IF Series displays on an incline or adhere them to 

a ceiling**, opening new engagement possibilities regardless of 

environmental constraints. 

*Note:  Convex designs are only available for the IF025H-D, IF040H-D and  
IF060H-D models.

**Note:  Inclined or ceiling installations are only possible with the IF040H-D and  
IF060H-D models.

Expand Display Composition 
Possibilities

Wall

Frame

Direct MountTM Kit

90mm

Catwalk
Space Free

Wall

Concave Convex Curvature

Inclined Elevated

The IF Series’ advanced design accommodates and ensures a clean, gap-free installation in 
TM Kit 

reduce setup time and allow users to quickly align and activate their displays. 
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Monitoring

 

content across multiple IF Series displays without requiring external boxes or splitters, helping businesses enjoy faster and more 

Streamline UHD Content Delivery

By aligning Samsung’s MagicInfo content management platform with the LED S-Box, IF Series users can remotely program and 

modify their entire display network’s settings within a single source. MagicInfo users can create, schedule and deploy content 

across multiple displays directly from their personal devices. The platform’s extensive visibility also empowers users to monitor 

and adjust display settings and troubleshoot potential performance issues from any location via remote access.  This includes the 

Conventional Samsung IF Series

UHD

UHD

S-Box

UHD

qHD FHD

FHD(1920*1080) x4 cablesqHD(960*540) x4 cables

Sending
Box 

Splitter

*Note : “Conventional display” settings will vary depending on the companion sending box and type of content ultimately presented.

Backed by Samsung’s powerful LED Signage Box (S-Box), the IF Series displays allow users to 

streamline the presentation and management of brilliant, true-to-life content. The S-Box’s 

extensive visibility empowers faster review and troubleshooting of potential challenges 

without disrupting performance. 

Remote 
Control

Fireware 
Update

SchedulingCreating 
Playlist

Uploading
Content

Author

Contents Management Device Management


